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ABSTRACT
We present an extended abstract of MP2ML, a machine learning
framework which integrates Intel nGraph-HE, a homomorphic
encryption (HE) framework, and the secure two-party computa-
tion framework ABY, to enable data scientists to perform private
inference of deep learning (DL) models trained using popular frame-
works such as TensorFlow at the push of a button. We benchmark
MP2ML on the CryptoNets network with ReLU activations, on
which it achieves a throughput of 33.3 images/s and an accuracy
of 98.6%. This throughput matches the previous state-of-the-art
frameworks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Today, there is an inherent contradiction between ML utility and
privacy: ML requires data to operate, while privacy necessitates
keeping sensitive information private. Modern cryptographic tech-
niques such as homomorphic encryption (HE) [18] and secure multi-
party computation (MPC) [8] can help resolve this contradiction.
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Both techniques have their limitations, though. For this reason,
recent research has demonstrated the ability to evaluate neural
networks using a combination of HE and MPC [11, 14].

Historically, a major challenge for building privacy-preserving
machine learning (PPML) systems has been the absence of soft-
ware frameworks that support privacy-preserving primitives. To
overcome this challenge, Intel introduced an HE-based private ML
framework nGraph-HE [3, 4] and Microsoft introduced the MPC-
based CRYPTFLOW framework [12] that are compatible with ex-
isting DL frameworks.
Our Contributions. In this work, we introduce MP2ML, a hybrid
HE-MPC framework for privacy-preserving DL inference. MP2ML
extends nGraph-HE [3, 4] using the ABY framework [6] to imple-
ment a 2PC version of the ReLU activation function. One of the
primary advantages of MP2ML is the integration with DL frame-
works, in particular TensorFlow. MP2ML provides the following
core contributions:
– A privacy-preserving mixed-protocol DL framework based on a
novel combination of nGraph-HE [3, 4] and ABY [6] that supports
private inference on direct input from TensorFlow.
– Support for privacy-preserving evaluation of the non-linear
ReLU activation function with high accuracy.
– The first DL application using additive secret sharing in combi-
nation with the CKKS homomorphic encryption scheme [5].
– An open-source implementation of our framework, available
under the permissive Apache license at https://ngra.ph/he.

2 RELATEDWORK
Previous work in private DL typically uses either exclusively HE
or exclusively MPC. GAZELLE [11] and DELPHI [14] are notable
exceptions, using both HE and MPC in a hybrid scheme. [2, Tab.9]
shows a comprehensive comparison between MP2ML and previous
work. MP2ML provides the first hybrid HE-MPC framework that
integrates with a DL framework such as TensorFlow.

3 THE MP2ML FRAMEWORK
MP2ML is a hybrid HE-MPC framework integrating ABY [6] and
nGraph-HE [3], and is compatible with DL frameworks such as
TensorFlow. Our work focuses on the setting in which the client
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can privately perform inference without disclosing his or her input
to the server as well as preserving the privacy of the server’s DL
model. MP2ML, for the first time in MPC-HE world, requires only
a single line of code changes to existing TensorFlow code (cf. §5).
Adversary Model. In this work, we use the semi-honest adversary
model in which the adversary follows the protocol honestly, but
attempts to infer sensitive information [1, 11–16].

3.1 Private ML Workflow
We describe the steps in which a server performs private inference
on a client’s encrypted data. More details can be found in [2].
Client Input Encryption. First, the client encrypts its input using
the CKKS HE scheme [5], as implemented by Microsoft SEAL [19],
and sends it to the server. For increased throughput, multiple values
are packed using batch-axis plaintext packing.
Linear Layers. The server evaluates linear layers using the HE-
based nGraph-HE [3, 4] implementation. Using HE for the linear
layers enables the server to hide the model structure/topology
from the client, and results in no communication cost, avoiding the
overhead of communication-heavy pure MPC frameworks [12, 16].
Non-Linear Layers.MP2ML evaluates non-linear functions using
a secure two-party protocol between the client and the server, such
that no sensitive information about intermediate values is leaked.
ReLU Evaluation. Our use of ABY enables secure evaluation of
arbitrary activation functions. To do so, first, the ciphertext ⟦𝑥⟧
is converted to an MPC value. Like Previous work [9, 11]: the
server additively blinds ⟦𝑥⟧ with a random mask 𝑟 and sends the
masked ciphertext ⟦𝑥 + 𝑟⟧ to the client, who decrypts. Then, both
parties evaluate a subtraction circuit in MPC to remove the random
mask. MP2ML extends this approach to fixed-point arithmetic. In
our private ReLU protocol, the server and the client perform the
following steps:
– Conversion from HE to MPC
– MPC circuit evaluation
– Conversion from MPC to HE
To evaluate a complete network, MP2ML computes linear layers

using HE, and the above protocol for non-polynomial activations.
The encrypted final classification result is sent to the client for
decryption.

Our conversion protocol achieves two important tasks: First, it
enables the secure computation of non-polynomial activation func-
tions, i.e., without leaking values to the data owner. Second, our
protocol refreshes the ciphertexts, resetting the noise and restoring
the ciphertext level to the top level 𝐿. This refreshment is essential
to enabling continued computation without increasing the encryp-
tion parameters. Rather than selecting encryption parameters large
enough to support the entire network, they must now only be large
enough to support the linear layers between non-linear activations.

4 EVALUATION
Evaluation Setup. For the evaluation we use two Intel Xeon®
Platinum-8180 2.5 GHz systems with 112 cores and 376GB RAM,
running Ubuntu 18.04. The local area network (LAN) bandwidth is
9.6 Gbit/s, while the latency is 0.165ms.

We evaluate a deep learning application, the CryptoNets [7]
network, to show how our MP2ML framework can be leveraged.

Table 1 shows the performance of MP2ML on CryptoNets in com-
parison with previous works. MP2ML uses encryption parameters
𝑁 = 8192, 𝐿 = 5, with coefficient moduli (47, 24, 24, 24, 30) bits,
scale 𝑠 = 224, _ = 128-bit security, and Yao’s garbled circuits for the
non-linear layers.

Chameleon [17] and SecureNN [20] use a semi-honest third party,
which is a different setting than our two-party model. XONN [16]
binarizes the network, which results in high accuracy on the MNIST
dataset, but will reduce accuracy on larger datasets and models.
CryptoNets [7] and CryptoDL [10] use polynomial activations,
which will also reduce accuracy on larger datasets and models.
GAZELLE [11], whose method is most similar to our work, uses
much smaller encryption parameters (𝑁 = 2048, 𝐿 = 1), resulting
in a significantly faster runtime (cf. [3, Tab.9]), albeit at a reduced 20-
bit precision. nGraph-HE [4] uses a client-aided model to compute
non-polynomial activations, which leaks intermediate values and
potentially the model weights to the client.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented MP2ML, the first user-friendly mixed-
protocol framework for private DL inference. MP2ML is compatible
with popular DL frameworks such as TensorFlow. Listing 1 and
Listing 2 show the Python3 source code for the server and the client,
respectively, to preform inference on a pre-trained TensorFlow
model. Only minimal code changes are required compared to native
TensorFlow, highlighting the practicality and usability of MP2ML.

1 import tensorflow as tf; import numpy as np

2 import ngraph_bridge

3 from mnist_util import *

4

5 # Load saved model

6 tf.import_graph_def(load_pb_file('./model/model.pb'))

7 # Get input / output tensors

8 graph = tf.compat.v1.get_default_graph ()

9 x_input = graph.get_tensor_by_name("import/input:0")

10 y_output = graph.get_tensor_by_name("import/output :0")

11 # Create configuration to encrypt input

12 FLAGS , _ = server_argument_parser ().parse_known_args ()

13 config = server_config_from_flags(FLAGS , x_input.name)

14 with tf.compat.v1.Session(config=config) as sess:

15 # Evaluate model (random input data is discarded)

16 y_output.eval(feed_dict ={ x_input: np.random.rand

(10000 , 28, 28, 1)})

Listing 1: Python3 source code for a server to execute
a pre-trained TensorFlow model in MP2ML. A server
configuration specifies the encryption parameters and
which tensors to obtain from the client. The server passes
random dummy values as input. The client provides the
encrypted input.
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Table 1: MNIST inference performance comparisons. The network topologies are not identical across previous work, resulting
in variations in accuracy.

Framework Limitation Accuracy (%) Latency (s) Throughput (images/s)

CryptoNets [7] polynomial activation 98.95 250.00 16.4
Chameleon [17] 3-party 99.00 2.24 1.0
CryptoDL [10] polynomial activation 99.52 320.00 45.5
GAZELLE [11] hand-optimized 98.95 0.03 33.3
SecureNN [20] 3-party 99.00 0.08 49.2
XONN [16] binarized network 98.64 0.16 6.2
nGraph-HE2 [3] reveals intermediate values 98.62 0.69 2,959.0
CrypTFlow [12] leaks model architecture 99.31 0.03 33.3

MP2ML (This work) — 98.60 6.79 33.3

1 import pyhe_client

2 from mnist_util import *

3

4 # Parse command -line arguments

5 FLAGS , _ = client_argument_parser ().parse_known_args ()

6 # Load data

7 (x_test , y_test) = load_mnist_test_data(

8 FLAGS.start_batch , FLAGS.batch_size)

9 # Perform inference

10 client = pyhe_client.HESealClient(

11 FLAGS.hostname , FLAGS.port , FLAGS.batch_size ,

12 { FLAGS.tensor_name:

13 (FLAGS.encrypt_data_str , x_test.flatten('C')) })

14 results = client.get_results ()

Listing 2: Python3 source code for a client to execute a pre-
trained TensorFlow model in MP2ML.
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AVAILABILITY
The open source code of MP2ML is freely available under the per-
missive Apache license at https://ngra.ph/he.
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